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PURPOSE
Mission: Support the dreams of entrepreneurs to improve the
communities where they operate.
Vision: We envision a world where all investment capital delivers both
financial returns and positive impact.
Tvalley (the “fund”) is committed to prioritizing social and environmental impact as an
integral part of its investment strategy. This core impact focus has been embedded in the
fund’s culture and identity since its founding in 2011. Recent existential environmental and
socioeconomic threats are plaguing our world more severely and frequently than ever
before, and for that reason Tvalley is regrounding itself in the impact it makes to the planet
and its inhabitants.
In order to take action on this commitment, Tvalley completed a third party-led impact
assessment in early 2021 to evaluate its current impact practices and capabilities, formalize
an impact strategy, and build a data-driven approach to impact measurement and
management (IMM). The fund has developed an impact and sustainability plan -- mapped
against the leading United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) SDG Impact
Standards for Private Equity -- to provide all stakeholders with a vision for Tvalley’s path
forward as a global leader in the IMM movement.

“In our data we find that companies with high levels of purpose outperform the
market by 5%–7% per year, on par with companies with best-in-class governance
and innovative capabilities. They also grow faster and have higher profitability.”
- Harvard Business Review, August 2019 (1)

(1) Gartenberg, C. and Serafeim, G. 181 Top CEOs Have Realized Companies Need a Purpose Beyond Profit. August 2019. Retrieved from
https://hbr.org/2019/08/181-top-ceos-have-realized-companies-need-a-purpose-beyond-profit
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IMPACT STRATEGY
SDG Impact Standard 1: The Fund embeds contributing positively to sustainable
development and achieving the SDGs in its purpose and strategy.
Tvalley will approach its impact strategy through two lenses: one focused on the fund’s
contribution to the social and environmental impact of its investees’ products and services,
and one focused on the fund’s internal operations and business practices. The fund aims to
not only adopt critical impact-driven policies and practices, but also embed the
implementation of these policies and practices into its fundamental purpose and strategy.
The fund has built its strategy from the leading industry impact investing frameworks to
maximize its positive net impact, and aligned itself with the industry leaders below in the
following ways.

Industry Framework or Tool

Tvalley’s Application

United Nations’ (UN) Sustainable

Tvalley has identified its core SDGs, targets, and

Development Goals (SDGs)

indicators that its investees are working to achieve. The
fund also plans to conduct a mapping that assesses
geography-specific progress towards the SDG targets,
which will serve as the basis for determining where the
fund’s investments are needed most in Colombia and
abroad.

United Nations Development

The SDG Impact Standards for Private Equity have served

Programme’s (UNDP) SDG

as the leading set of standards for Tvalley to ensure its

Impact Standards for Private

plan is following best practices in meaningful impact

Equity

measurement, management, and achievement. Tvalley
was assessed against these standards and the plans
outlined in this report are directly informed by
assessment results.

Impact Management Project

Tvalley leveraged the IMP’s Five Dimensions of Impact as

(IMP) Five Dimensions of

another leading framework to guide where the fund

Impact

should focus its attention and devote resources. All five
IMP dimensions were used in Tvalley’s assessment and
planning to ensure the fund effectively measures and
manages its impact.

Global Impact Investing

The GIIN’s IRIS metric catalogue provided specific

Network’s (GIIN) IRIS+ System

definitions necessary for the conversion of broad impact
objectives into quantifiable metrics. Tvalley has selected
many of the IRIS metrics for ongoing data collection and
performance management.
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IMPACT THESIS
SDG Impact Standard 1.1: The Fund develops an impact thesis (or theses), embedding

contributing positively to sustainable development and achieving the SDGs in its purpose and
strategy.

Tvalley’s overarching objective is to institutionalize its impact goals into the fund’s everyday
business and investment decisions. To achieve this, the fund must have a strong impact
thesis, or theory of change, that logically connects its activities to longer-term outcomes.
As summarized in the visual below, Tvalley’s impact thesis places a high priority on rigorous
ex-ante vetting of investees’ expected impact through an impact due diligence assessment,
and systematic collection, analysis, and use of data to integrate impact-based decision
making into business practice. (2)
According to the SDG Impact Standards, an impact thesis is “an outcomes-based hypothesis of
how an Enterprise, Fund, Issuer, investment, or investee is expected to contribute positively to
sustainable development and achieving the SDGs.”

(2) This assessment will screen investees using the SDG Impact Standards, IMP framework, and IRIS+.
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SDG
Contributions

Outcomes

Improved
Clean
Energy
Access

Reduced
Carbon
Emissions

Reduced
Gender
Inequities

Improved Jobs
& Economic
Development

Improved
Housing
Quality

Increased
Supply of
Essential
Products &
Services

Investees’ products and services target high-need people and geographic areas, contribute to the
outcomes above, and are measured continuously over time for impact performance

Outputs

Activities

Diversion of Capital Away
from Low Impact Businesses

Increased Fund Data Use for
Ex-Post Decisions

Enhanced Investee Problem
Solving

Growth of High ImpactFocused Businesses

Increased Investee Data Use
to Change Business Practices

Improved Fund Risk
Management & Mitigation

Improved Investee Marketing
& Capital Raise

Higher Quality Impact
Data & Reporting

Deploy Capital to Vetted
Entrepreneurs

Conduct Ongoing
Performance Tracking

Provide Investee Technical
Assistance

Conduct Impact PreScreening & Due Diligence

Incentivize Investee Impact
Achievement

Raise Private Impact-Focused
Capital

Incentivize Investee
Reporting

Engage Stakeholders
(sector experts, investee
customers)

Deploy Impact Capital

Build Data Capacity

Manage Performance

IMPACT GOALS
SDG Impact Standard 1.2: The Fund sets realistic but ambitious portfolio level impact goals
aligned with its purpose and strategy, including its impact thesis, to optimize contributing
positively to sustainable development and achieving the SDGs.

In order to set meaningful impact goals, the fund first must develop concrete, quantifiable,
and relevant impact metrics. For this reason, the fund has selected a preliminary set of
portfolio-level and sector-specific metrics to lay the foundation for tracking the impact
progress of the portfolio and its individual investees. Metrics include:
1. Product service impact (i.e., metrics that track the external impact of the investees’
products and services on their customers, stakeholders, and the environment)
2. Operational impact (i.e., metrics that track the investees’ internal environmental, social,
and governance practices).
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These metrics were selected based on expert guidance, outputs from the IRIS+ metric tool,
and expected data availability among the investees. With many of the fund’s investees
being smaller technology or startup companies, it is critical that Tvalley be selective and
focus on the most material metrics that companies will report on and use to drive higher
impact business decisions. Prior to implementing its measurement strategy, the fund
intends to host investee working groups to review the metrics, and launch a baseline pilot
that tests the data collection and tracking for each metric before implementation.

PORTFOLIO-LEVEL METRICS
The fund has identified a core set of five product service impact metrics that it plans to
track across all of its investees.
Metric Title

Corresponding IRIS+ Metric

1. % of customers provided new
access to product or service

IRIS Metrics: Emissions Total (OI1479) & Emissions
Mitigated (OI5951)

2. % of customers below the
national poverty line

IRIS Metrics: Client Individuals: Total (PI4060) & Client
Individuals: Poor (PI3193)

3. % customer cost savings from
product or service

IRIS Metric: Client Savings Premium (PI1748)

4. % average customer Net
Promoter Score

IRIS Metric: Client Satisfaction Ratio (PI7163)

5. % of new jobs created in
low-income areas

IRIS Metrics: Jobs Created: Total (PI3687) & Jobs
Created: Low-Income Areas (PI2251)

The fund has also selected five core operational metrics as a starting point to track
sustainable environmental, social, and governance (ESG) performance.
Metric Title

Corresponding IRIS+ Metric

1. Net carbon footprint (metric
tons of CO2)

IRIS Metrics: Emissions Total (OI1479) & Emissions
Mitigated (OI5951)

2. % of female employees

IRIS Metrics: Employees: Total (OI8869) &
Employees: Female (OI2444)

3. % gender wage equity

IRIS Metric: Gender Wage Equity (OI1855)

4. % overall wage equity

IRIS Metric: Wage Equity (OI1582)

5. % female board members

IRIS Metrics: Board of Directors: Total (OI1075) &
Board of Directors: Female (OI8118)
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SECTOR-SPECIFIC METRICS
The fund targets six sectors that offer high need products and services in Colombia (see
Appendix A for the current investees in each sector). Tvalley has identified a preliminary
set of metrics per sector in its efforts to standardize both within the portfolio and across
funds.
Renewable
Energy

Telecomm
unication

Software as
a Service

E-Commerce

FintechMicrofinance

Water
Sanitation

% change in
greenhouse gas
reductions due
to products sold

% of customers
operating in a
high-impact
service sector

% of low-income
customers (or
localities) with
new access

% of suppliers
screened for
social or environmental impact

% average
income growth
for customers

% change in
greenhouse gas
reductions due
to products sold

% interest rate
(or fee)
compared to
alternatives

% of families
served in high
poverty areas

% of small
business
customers

# of families
with access to
treated water

% energy savings % of small
of product vs.
business
product replaced customers

% of small
% time savings
from service vs. business
service replaced suppliers

# of light hours
available from
products

% of female (or
female-owned)
customers

% of female
owned business
customers

% of necessities
(or high impact
products) sold

Tvalley will offer each investee the opportunity to suggest company-specific metrics and
will work with the investee to define and add those metrics to the reporting interface and
dashboard results (described in further detail in the Management Approach below).

CONTINUOUS STRATEGY UPDATES
SDG Impact Standard 1.3: The Fund periodically reviews – and refines – its impact thesis,

investment strategy and portfolio level impact goals to ensure they remain fit for purpose over
the Fund lifecycle and as the sustainable development context changes.

Tvalley has committed a specific annual budget allocation for ongoing review and
refinement of its impact strategy and goals over time. This investment into the fund’s impact
strategy in the form of a dedicated staff resource (i.e., the impact lead), supplemented by
expert support and data tools, helps to ensure that impact data collected and analyzed is
consistently communicated to the fund’s leadership. The impact lead at Tvalley will be
responsible for providing regularly scheduled summary reports and recommendations to
leadership for discussion, with a specific focus on aggregate- and individual investee-level
impact reporting and performance, as well as external research demonstrating progress
towards the fund’s selected SDG targets in the geographic areas of operation. Through this
structured leadership review, with a dedicated focus on impact performance of specified
metrics against geographic-specific SDG progress, the fund will become adaptable and
relevant to the changing needs in Colombia and abroad, and this impact and sustainability
plan will become a living blueprint that outlines Tvalley’s overarching purpose.
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MANAGEMENT APPROACH
SDG Impact Standard 2: The Fund integrates impact management and contributing positively
to sustainable development and achieving the SDGs into its operations and management
approach.

A robust management system that continuously tracks impact performance will equip
Tvalley with the tools it needs to measurably assess its contribution to the SDGs. This is a
core component of the fund’s impact strategy and priorities in alignment with the SDG
Impact Standards. The fund will use an impact data collection, analysis, and visualization
tool, aggregated across its investees in a centralized dashboard, to support its active
performance management function.
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SDG Impact Standard 2.1: The Fund has effective mechanisms and processes to deliver on its
strategy, including its impact thesis and portfolio level impact goals.

Tvalley’s ability to measure the impact of its investments is highly dependent on the
availability of impact data from its investees. In addition, the capacity of different investees
to collect rigorous impact data varies. For this reason, the fund plans to take a phased
approach in its implementation with a high importance on minimizing investee reporting
burden, delivering investees actionable impact and business insights, and ultimately
equipping the fund with data intelligence that ensures its investments are having a net
positive impact on the planet.
Phase 1 - Pilot: Investees will be asked to use a simple interface to report their
impact performance against the core portfolio metric set and sector-specific metrics.
The first reporting pilot will serve as a baseline to understand how many investees
can report on the various metrics and their initial results, and to collect feedback on
how the process and metric set can be improved.
Phase 2 - Implementation : The fund will use the feedback and lessons learned from
the pilot to refine the reporting process and metric selection, providing further
specificity and guidance on areas of discrepancy or misinterpretation of the metrics
to ensure high fidelity. Investees will then be asked to engage in a periodic (e.g.,
quarterly), low touch, and low burden reporting process.
Phase 3 - Improvement : Smaller investees will be offered technical assistance to
help them build new data collection systems that track the most critical impact and
business metrics. More advanced companies will automatically upload or directly
integrate their data systems (e.g., CRMs, ERPs, HR, payroll, customer satisfaction)
into a dynamic performance management dashboard for deeper analysis and
passive, real-time reporting.

All impact results will be independently validated and verified by a third party to ensure
data accuracy, and visualized in a centralized impact management dashboard for the fund,
investees, and other stakeholders (e.g., Board of Directors, limited partners, communities).
The dashboard will display product service and operational impact results for both the
fund and the investees. Looking ahead, the fund intends to develop policies that formalize
its commitment to a fair and equitable workplace to ensure its internal impact is
considered alongside its external investment contributions.
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IMPACT PRE-SCREENING
SDG Impact Standard 2.2: The Fund establishes criteria and pre-screens potential investments

to assess strategic alignment with its purpose and strategy, including its impact thesis and
portfolio level impact goals.

Identifying potential misalignments of prospective investees’ business model or approach
with the fund’s impact strategy should happen as early as possible. For this reason, the
fund will develop a criteria set designed to discover these issues during the first stages of
vetting each investee and before due diligence. As defined by the GIIN, key questions that
Tvalley will consider in its pre-screening criteria include: (3)
1. For owners, what are their motivations for managing the business?
2. What is the market opportunity for the business?
3. Can the company deliver its products or services efficiently?
4. How is the company organized?
5. Does the company operate transparently?
6. Does this investment align with fund mission or impact objectives?
7. How is the company performing toward impact goals and can it optimize further?

Tvalley will follow the International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) Exclusion List (4), and will
leverage an existing pre-screening assessment tool to consider a number of other factors,
such as those defined in the SDG Impact Standards for Enterprises, in determining whether
a prospective investee should move ahead to a full impact due diligence process.

IMPACT DUE DILIGENCE
SDG Impact Standard 2.3: The Fund conducts ex ante impact assessments of potential

investments that pass its pre-screening criteria, to assess relevant and material impacts, make
informed choices between investment options, and optimize its impact performance in line with
its portfolio level impact goals.

Among investees that pass the pre-screening process, the fund will conduct an impact due
diligence assessment prior to investment. The assessment will include questions to gauge
each investee based on their expected impact using the SDG Impact Standards for
Enterprises, the IMP dimensions, and the IRIS metric catalogue. Criteria will include (but not
be limited to) impact strategy development, performance management capacity, evidence
base for the product or service, stakeholder engagement, negative risk monitoring, and
operational ESG performance. Impact investee committee members will formally include the
impact assessment results into its selection criteria with comparable rating to anticipated
financial performance. As the fund launches its impact strategy and data collection process,
it will then begin to assess its uniquely added impact contributions (e.g., amount funded by
Tvalley versus proportional amount of impact outcomes achieved, and technical support and
data intelligence provided by Tvalley).
(3) A GUIDE FOR IMPACT INVESTMENT FUND MANAGERS: A STEP-BY-STEP RESOURCE TO CREATING AND MANAGING A PRIVATE EQUITY
IMPACT FUND. Global Impact Investing Network. Retrieved from https://thegiin.org/deal-sourcing-and-selection
(4) Exclusion List. International Finance Corporation. Retrieved from http://www.ifc.org/exclusionlist
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INVESTMENT STRUCTURING
SDG Impact Standard 2.4: The Fund engages openly, proactively and collaboratively with

limited partners and potential Investees during the due diligence and investment structuring
phase, to agree on how to embed impact considerations within the investment terms, and so
optimize future impact performance.

As new investees are funded, Tvalley will build the impact reporting protocol into their
contracts to set early expectations, define impact metrics, targets, and benchmarks (as
feasible), and equip each investee with access to its own performance management
dashboard that can be used for impact monitoring, capital raise, and customer acquisition.
The fund will request that each investee engage in biannual impact performance reviews
with the fund’s impact lead to assess impact data results against targets, share best
practices, and discuss next steps to manage impact and risk. As noted in the impact thesis,
the fund will also explore options to incentivize deeper impact reporting, analysis, and
decision making, as well as offer rewards for the achievement of measurable impact
targets, to truly drive behavior change and private sector alignment to the SDGs. As the
first three phases are completed, the fund will work to verify reported data as needed
through random sampling and digital confirmation techniques. All results will be
visualized in a centralized dashboard for Tvalley, its Board of Directors, and its limited
partners to use in its ongoing performance management and decision making.
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IMPACT OPTIMIZATION
SDG Impact Standard 2.5: The Fund systematically monitors and manages its ongoing impact
performance overall and for each investment, and acts to optimize impact (including managing
unexpected outcomes).

Tvalley strongly believes that impact measurement and management not only helps to
ensure delivery of expected impact results, but also leads to tangible business outcomes,
sets apart the investments that will become most sustainable over the long term, and
equips the fund with data needed to drive informed investment, management, and exit
decisions.
The fund’s impact optimization framework has three fundamental components: mixed
methods analysis, impact evaluation, and data-driven action.

Mixed Methods Analysis
Longitudinal trend analysis
Cross-sectional subgroup
analysis (e.g., by demographic,
location)
Qualitative analysis to
understand notable trends and
data findings
Negative impact detection

Data-Driven Action
Routine leadership reviews,
strategy updates, and
adaptation
Investee best practice sharing
(e.g., newsletters, webinars,
awards)
Impact performance incentives
Disclosures for accountability

Impact Evaluation
Past performance comparisons
Target setting & deviation
flagging
Industry benchmark
comparisons
Pre-post assessment
Progress against SDG targets
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The fund’s impact lead will drive forward the execution of the impact optimization
framework in direct partnership with Tvalley’s leadership team and Board of Directors, and
equipped with the centralized impact measurement, analytics, and evaluation tool.
The fund has also conducted a preliminary risk assessment based on the IMP’s nine types
of impact risk for its current investments, with four key risks identified for the fund. (5)
Tvalley will create an ongoing risk management system designed to consistently monitor
the likelihood and severity of these risks over time, informed by periodic direct stakeholder
feedback that will be managed in collaboration with the investees as feasible. In addition,
the fund will build these core risks into its ex-ante impact due diligence process moving
forward with each new investment and reinvestment.
Impact Risk

Relevance to Tvalley

Mitigation Plan

Evidence risk: Insufficient
high-quality data exists to
know what impact is
occurring.

Tvalley has not yet formalized a
robust impact data collection
system, and thus insights into
impact delivery are limited.

Tvalley will take a phased
approach to data collection with
its investees to strengthen and
incentivize collection of material
impact data.

Stakeholder participation risk:
Expectations or experience of
stakeholders are
misunderstood or not
accounted for.

The fund does not currently have
a systematic method for engaging
stakeholders into its decision
making.

The fund will build an ongoing
system for integrating
community feedback into its
decisions, and encourage joint
efforts with investees towards
this goal (e.g., through focus
groups, board representation).

Execution risk: Activities are
not delivered as planned and
do not result in the desired
outcomes.

Most of the fund’s investees are
small startup companies, many of
whom prioritize financial success
before impact achievement to
survive as a business.

Through the new impact
measurement approach
described below, Tvalley will
equip its investees with impact
data analytics and marketing
tools to enhance achievement of
both financial and impact
outcomes.

Materiality risk: Material
outcomes are omitted and/or
non-material outcomes are
included in decision making
that increase the risk of
suboptimal decisions being
made.

Tvalley does not yet have a
rigorous approach to data
collection and analysis needed to
identify material impact outcomes.

The fund has engaged in a deep
review of possible impact
metrics that it deems as material
and narrowed its focus on this
core set in the first phase of its
impact measurement protocol.

(5) Impact Management Project. What types of impact risks do enterprises and investors face? Retrieved from
https://impactmanagementproject.com/impact-management/impact-management-norms/risk/
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EXIT STRATEGY
SDG Impact Standard 2.6: The Fund proactively manages its exits from investments to
optimize impact on sustainable development and achieving the SDGs post exit.

Exit decisions are an integral part of the fund’s investment strategy with potentially
significant impact implications for customers and other stakeholders. (5) For this reason,
the fund has committed to developing an exit plan, determining exit readiness, and
conducting post-investment follow up with each investee following the best practices from
the European Venture Philanthropy Association’s Practical Guide to Planning and
Executing an Impactful Exit. (6) Tvalley will use this report to build a formal approach to
exiting based on defined impact criteria, assessment, and performance over the life cycle
of the investment.

TRANSPARENCY
SDG Impact Standard 3: The Fund discloses how it integrates contributing positively to

sustainable development and achieving the SDGs into its strategy, management approach,
governance and decision making, and reports (at least annually) on its performance.

Tvalley will use this impact and sustainability plan as an ongoing living document, which will
be updated annually alongside the fund’s portfolio-level impact performance dashboard -including performance relative to baselines, targets, and benchmarks -- for its limited
partners, Board members, and other stakeholders. Impact performance dashboards for
investees who approve sharing will also be available to stakeholders to promote transparency
and accountability. All human rights and other responsible fund business policies will be
developed and made publicly available on Tvalley’s website.

GOVERNANCE
SDG Impact Standard 4: The Fund’s commitment to contributing positively to sustainable

development and achieving the SDGs is reinforced through governance practices of the Fund
and the Fund Manager.

Tvalley has an active Board of Directors with a committee dedicated specifically to social and
environmental impact performance. This committee has active oversight into the fund’s
overarching impact strategy, responsible business and operational impact policies, impact
management protocols, and budget dedicated to impact measurement and management.
(6) A Practical Guide to Planning and Executing an Impactful Exit. European Venture Philanthropy Association. October 2014. Retrieved from
https://evpa.eu.com/uploads/documents/EVPA_EXIT_STRATEGIES.pdf
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Tvalley sets itself apart from many other impact funds due to this active involvement of its
Board of Directors in the fund’s impact measurement and performance management
efforts. Moving forward, the fund aims to prioritize three functions to ensure it is
comprehensive in its impact assurance strategy:
1. Process of stakeholder identification and involvement in decision making
2. Impact and sustainable development related disclosures and external reporting
3. Development of formal policies related to corporate governance and other
responsible business practices

CONCLUSION
At Tvalley, we believe that rigorous impact measurement and active performance
management will unlock greater financial and impact returns for our investors as new data
intelligence insights are generated, new customers are acquired, and new impact capital is
secured for our investees. The world is changing with a greater need for collective action and
a growing interest in using private capital to generate positive change. This paradigm shift
aligns with the existing culture and identity of Tvalley, and we are excited to take greater
action in helping to improve the communities in Colombia and abroad through data-driven,
high impact investing. We look forward to you joining us on this journey!
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APPENDIX A: TVALLEY INVESTEES BY
SECTOR
Key Investment Sectors

FintechMicrofinance

Renewable
Energy

Telecome Communication

Water
Sanitation

Software as
a Service

E-Commerce
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